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GO WEST YOUNG MAN, GO WEST

It’s been one hundred and sixty nine years since John Babsome Soule 
penned this very popular adage, adopted fourteen years later by Horace
Greeley, adding the words, ‘ and grow up with the country”. These words
inspired a post Civil War migration into the great frontier West of the
Mississippi. Homesteading became a goal of those many determined and
brave Americans. 

The Romantic vision later manifest as Cowboys and Indians through
literature and art, particularly the artists and illustrators of the late
nineteenth and twentieth century. Schoonover, for instance, even created
the first concept of Hopalong Cassidy for the book, The Bar 20 in 1905.
Thirty years later, William Boyd, white hat and all, was TV’s Hoppy.

Even into the late 1940’s, cheap Pulp magazines featured dramatic
Western covers by many of the second generation, post Howard Pyle
student generation. Sadly, many of these were simply thrown away, never
considered part of the American artistic anthology. 

So, as we only fantasize about going West during this pandemic, here are
some fine examples of these Western stories as illustrations. Trust this
finds you in good health, coping successfully with the challenges that lay
ahead.

Best,

John



SEE HERE, ROLLINS 
By Frank E. Schoonover
Schoonover illustrated many stories for the very popular author and
sportsman, Zane Grey, who wrote over fifty Western novels. Some of those
illustrated with dust jackets by Schoonover are very collectible. This story
about the sheriff, Rollins, appeared in "Rustlers of Silver River"; Country



Gentleman Magazine. #1728 in the Raisonné.

Oil; 43” x 23" 1930

Price $ 17,500

THE CHIEF SHOOK HIS HEAD SLOWLY
by Benton Clark

From the story, “Arizona', in the ever popular Saturday Evening Post.
Benton Clark has created a classic Western  painting of dialogue between
often competing entities during the taming of the West. This is also an
excellent example of “en grisaille“, using only the basic black and white
pigments to create depth and design through contrast and shading.

Oil; 25” x 36”; 1939

Copy of Saturday Evening Post included.

Price $ 12,500



THE GUNSLINGERS 
by Gayle Hoskins

Cover; Western Story Magazine, November
8, 1930
Of all the Pyle students, Hoskins was one
of the most prolific, creating his most
compelling Western compositions for the
immensely popular Pulps of the late 20’s
and 30’s. Hoskins' expertise drawing
horses even inspired Schoonover

to collaborate occasionally. As mentioned earlier, only a small percentage of
these illustrations survive as examples of Western cowboy culture.

Oil; 32” x 23”; 1930 



Price $ 9,500

THE FRED C. DOBBS RIVERBOAT
by James Boyle

A little different take on Western history, but a very important chapter relating
to travel, not just Eat and West, but North and South, or up and down the
Mississippi halfway across the United States. Boyle was a very successful
second generation illustrator, eventually serving as President of the Society
of Illustrators in Los Angeles. Interestingly, Fred C. Dobbs was Humphrey
Bogart’s name in “The Treasure of the Sierra Madre". Certainly a Western
connection there!

Publication not yet determined.

Oil; 30” x 24”

Price $ 2,850
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Thank you for your loyalty and for your valuable time.

Stay safe and healthy!

Sincerely,

John Schoonover
studios@dca.net
302-656-0135
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